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Abstract

Shock reflection hysteresis in a low density, axisymmetric underexpanded air jet is 

examined using a Navier-Stokes flow solver. Jets of this type are found in a number 

of applications e.g. rocket exhausts. The existence of a dual solution domain where 

either regular or Mach reflection may occur within the complex plume structure is 

predicted. This is in agreement with experiment where the same phenomenon has 

been observed for a nitrogen jet. The results of the computational study are used to 

examine the structure of the plume, and are compared with experimental data where 

available. The plume structure is complex, involving the interaction of several flow 

features, making this a demanding problem. A quasi-steady approach is employed 

in order to calculate the entire hysteresis loop. Included in this report is a review 

of the two dimensional shock reflection hysteresis problem. Some recommendations 

are made for further study of this type of flow.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction

1.1 Underexpanded Jets

A jet IS said to be underexpanded if the gas pressure at the nozzle exit is greater 

than the ambient pressure. When this pressure ratio is large, the jet is said to be 

highly underexpanded and the jet plume is characterised by a complex repeated 

shock structure. Many examples of real aerodynamic flows where knowledge of the 

behaviour of this type of jet is necessary can' be found in the literature. Rocket 

exhausts at high altitude may have highly underexpanded plumes. The study of 

such flows IS important for predicting propulsive efflciency and plume signatures [1], 

[2], [3]. Experimental studies of these situations are also important for the validation 

of CFD codes which are used extensively in plume signature prediction work [2]. 

Vehicle manoeuvring thrusters may also give rise to underexpanded plumes [1], [2]. 

Proposed scramjet engine designs include supersonic underexpanded fuel injectors 

for which detailed modelling of the mixing process is required [4], The behaviour 

of highly underexpanded jets must be understood for accurate consequence and 

risk assessment studies for accidental and operational releases of high pressure gas 

[5]. Underexpanded exhaust plumes interacting with the freestream may arise in 

aeropropulsion testing in wind tunnels [6]. An appreciation of underexpanded jet 

plume structures is important for the problems of plume-surface and plume-plume





interaction and avoiding wall interference when studying thruster nozzles in ground 

facilities like vacuum chambers [7], Supersonic underexpanded jets are used in ex

periments to examine the aeroacoustic properties of strong shock cell structures [8]. 

Underexpanded hypersonic jets are used to study aerothermodynamic characterist

ics of hypersonic vehicle models in wind tunnels [9], The same paper includes a very 

comprehensive account of how underexpanded jets are used in experimental and nu

merical studies of nonequilibrium thermo- and gasdynamic processes in hypersonic 

flow.

The experimental studies of Crist [1] and Abbett [10] established the basic wave 

structure of a highly underexpanded jet plume and that regular or Mach reflection 

may occur depending on the conditions. The method of characteristics has been 

employed by many authors [10], [11], [12], [13] in an attempt to develop predictive 

models for the core expansion and Mach disc location.

A phenomenon associated with low density highly underexpanded jets which has 

yet to be fully understood is shock reflection hysteresis as reported by Welsh [2]. 

For a (laminar) nitrogen jet exhausting from a nominally Mach 3 nozzle a set of 

conditions exist at which either regular or Mach reflection may occur depending on 

the history of the plume development. Since the reflection type strongly influences 

the interaction of the jet with its environment an understanding of the phenomenon 

and definition of the hysteresis loop limits are important. Quantitative experi

mental investigation of this problem, aside from being expensive, suffers from probe 

interference with the jet structure, necessitating the development of non-intrusive 

measurement techniques [2]. However, these promising methods have yet to reach

full maturity and the potential of a CFD analysis is clear, providing the motivation 

for this study.





1.2 Shock Reflection Hysteresis

The existence of a hysteresis effect in the type of reflection of a two-dimensional 

oblique shock wave at a wall or symmetric line has been established in recent years. 

The reflection of the oblique shock wave may take the form of a regular reflection 

(RR) or Mach reflection (MR). The type of reflection which occurs depends on the 

Mach number upstream of the incident shock and the shock angle. However, there 

IS a dual solution domain where either type may occur and the solution exhibits a 

hysteresis effect. A summary of the elements of this topic which are of interest to 

this study is included in Chapter 2.

1.3 CFD and Underexpanded Jets

Axisymmetric Euler and Navier-Stokes solvers have been used to obtain solutions for

underexpanded jet plumes with impressive results, see for example [4], [5], [14], [15].
»*

These calculations demonstrate good agreement with experiment for a wide range 

of conditions using parameters such as Mach disc location and centreline velocity 

and are reported to capture the complex wave structure in detail. No CFD study of 

the hysteresis phenomenon in underexpanded jets has been found. The hysteresis 

phenomenon associated with two-dimensional shock reflection has been successfully 

modelled numerically, see Chapter 2. In this case the crucial quantities (upstream 

Mach number and incident shock angle) are relatively easy to control and model 

correctly m a computational approach. However in the case of shock reflection in the 

underexpanded jet, these quantities are inherent parts of the calculation rather than 

being set a prion. All of the interacting features of the complex flow field must be 

resolved accurately, making this problem far more demanding. The application of 

a Navier-Stokes flow solver to shock reflection hysteresis in an underexpanded jet is 

described in Chapter 3, with the objective of contributing to the understanding of
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this type of flow by combining the known features of two-dimensional shock reflection 

(see Chapter 2) with the detailed solutions provided by a CFD analysis.





Chapter 2

Two-Dimensional Shock Reflection 

Hysteresis

2.1 Introduction

Two different types of shock wave reflection, now known as Regular Reflection (RR) 

and Mach Reflection (MR), were flrst recorded by Ernst Mach in 1878. Analytic 

models for RR and MR were first developed by von Neumann in the 1940s. The 

existence of a hysteresis effect in the transition between types was first suggested 

in 1979 [16]. Subsequent experimental [17] and numerical studies [18],[19],[20] have 

since confirmed the existence of the phenomenon. These references together with 

review papers [21], [22] provide an extensive introduction to the topic of shock reflec

tions and associated phenomena. This chapter summarises the parts of the above 

references relevant to the main study of underexpanded jets for which it is useful to 

introduce the theory and terminology of the two-dimensional case, and leans par- 

ticulary on [17] and [21]. In addition, the current explanation for the hysteresis 

phenomenon is discussed. An attempt is made to fill the gaps in the explanation by 

applying the principle of minimum entropy production.





Figure 2.1: Schematic diagrams of (a) regular reflection and (6) Mach reflection





(a) (b)

(c) R (d)

R (f)

Figure 2.2: Pressure-deflection diagrams





2.2 Shock Reflection Types

Schematic diagrams of the Regular and Mach reflection types are shown in Figure 

2.1. In the figures, i is the incident shock wave, r is the reflected shock wave, m is the 

Mach stem and s is the slip line. The reflection and triple points are labelled R and 

T respectively. </>i and (j)r are the incidence angles of i and r respectively. 9i, 0T and 

9m are the flow deflections on passing through i, r and m respectively. The regular 

reflection, as shown in Figure 2.1(a), consists of an incident and reflected shock wave 

meeting at point R on the reflecting surface. The incidence angle is small enough 

such that the flow deflection caused by the reflected shock wave is sufficient to cancel 

that caused by the incident shock wave. In this way the condition of flow tangency 

at the reflecting surface is maintained. Thus the boundary condition for RR is

9i-9T = 0 (2.1)

The Mach reflection type, shown in Figure 2.1,(b), consists of incident and reflected 

shock waves, a Mach stem and a slip line, all of which meet at the triple point. The 

Mach stem is perpendicular to the reflecting surface and may curve as shown to 

become concave as viewed from upstream. The flow being processed by the Mach 

stem may be considered to form a buffer region between the flow tangency condition 

at the reflecting surface and a detached regular reflection which cannot maintain this 

condition on its own. The flow behind the Mach stem is subsonic. The net flow 

deflection behind the triple point is in general non-zero. Note that since the Mach 

stem is curved the conditions in region (3) are non-uniform; conditions behind the 

Mach stem in the vicinities of R and T will be denoted with the subscripts 3,/e 

and 3,T respectively. Since flow on either side of the slip line must be parallel, the 

boundary conditions for a Mach reflection are

9i —9r — 9r,

P2 — Ps,T (2.2)
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It is important to note that equation (2.1) considers local conditions in the vicinity 

of R only. In the same way equations (2.2) consider local conditions in the vicinity 

of T. To apply these relations globally the shock waves i and r and slip line s must 

be straight, implying regions of uniform flow.

2.3 The Dual Solution Domain

Graphical solutions in the pressure-deflection (p —0) plane, which are obtained from 

oblique shock theory [23], are useful for understanding shock-wave phenomena, and 

in particular the conditions for which each reflection type is possible. Figures 2.2 

are examples of (p — 9) diagrams. In these figures, the I polar represents the locus 

of all possible solutions (1) when the free-stream state (0) is deflected through an 

angle 9 via an oblique shock wave. Similarly, the R polar represents the locus of all 

possible solutions (2) when the free-stream (I) is deflected through an angle 9 via an 

oblique shock wave. In the figures 9i is increasing as we progress from Figure 2.2(a) 

to Figure 2.2(e). The RR boundary condition (2.1) implies that the solution of a 

regular reflection is at a point where the R polar intersects the p-axis, i.e. where 9 

is zero. Figure 2.2(a) shows two such points; the higher pressure point is observed 

to be unstable in experiments [17] and has been shown to be aphysical [24], a result 

which will be discussed in Section 2.6.2. Consequently, conditions at (2) are repres

ented by the point RR. The MR boundary conditions (2.2) imply that the solution 

of a Mach reflection is at a point where the I and R polars intersect, e.g. Figure 

2.2(e). States (2) and (3) of Figure 2.1(b) map onto the point MR indicated, state 

(2) being on R and state (3) on the I polar.

Three interesting cases which lie between those discussed above are shown in Fig

ures 2.2(b) to 2.2(d). First, reconsider the case represented by Figure 2.2(a). If the
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upstream Mach number is held constant but the angle (;/>j is gradually increased then 

the solution point RR moves up the p-axis until the condition represented by Figure 

2.2(b) is reached. Since at this point both polars and the p-axis intersect, both RR 

and MR solutions are possible. The smallest incident shock angle for which MR is 

possible for a given upstream Mach number is represented at this point (except in 

the special case of Inverted Mach Reflection as discussed below). This condition 

is known as the von Neumann criterion. As 4>i is increased further the situation 

represented by Figure 2.2(c) occurs. The R polar intersects both the /-polar and 

the p-axis, so again both RR and MR solutions are possible although in this case 

with different values of p and 9. This flgure represents typical solutions in the dual 

solution domain. The second limit of the dual solution domain is represented by 

Figure 2.2(d) where (j)i has been further increased such that the /2-polar is tangent 

to the p-axis. The largest incident shock angle for which RR is possible for a given 

upstream Mach number is represented at this point. This condition is known as the 

detachment criterion. Any further increase in (pi results in the situation shown in 

Figure 2.2(e) where the A-polar no longer intersects the p-axis so only MR is now 

possible.

As noted above, the von Neumann condition is at present accepted as the lower 

pressure limit to the dual solution domain. Recall that this condition is represented 

in the (p, 9) plane by Figure 2.2(b). If from this condition the incident shock angle 

is increased then RR is observed, see Figure 2.2(a). Hornung[21] discusses the 

alternative of Inverted Mach Reflection (IMR): if we consider that the flow may be 

deflected away from the wall by MR, i.e. 9W in Figure 2.1(b) is negative, then this 

would be represented in the (p,0) plane by the point IMR in Figure 2.2(f). The 

curvature of m is then necessarily convex as seen from upstream in order to achieve 

this deflection. Note that an IMR always has the alternative of a RR. The reflection
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detachment crrtenon 
von Nei^ann criterion

_4 5 6 7
Free-stream Mach number (Mq)

Figure 2.3. Domains of possible reflection types

type observed in experiment is RR unless it is suppressed by raising the downstream 

pressure, in which case the IMR occurs [21],[25]. This phenomenon has yet to be 

fully explained, and will be returned to in Section 2.6.3.

2.4 Analytic Solutions in the Dual Solution Do- 

main

Analytic solutions for RR, MR the von Neumann and detachment criteria will be 

used in this study. They are readily obtained using the arguments of Section 2.3 

and oblique shock theory, making certain simplifying assumptions for the MR calcu

lations. Their calculation is straightforward and is outlined here for completeness. 

Figure 2.3 indicates the location of the dual solution domain in the {M0,(f)i) plane. 

The overlap region where both RR and MR are possible is clearly shown.
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2.4.1 Oblique Shocks

A result of oblique shock wave theory (see for example [26]) is that for any given 

upstream Mach number Mq the same flow deflection d can be achieved via two 

distinct straight shock solutions, provided that 9 is less than the maximum deflection 

possible 9max. This result is demonstrated in Figure 2.4 where the curve is the locus 

of all possible solutions in the {9,/3) plane when a free-stream of Mach number M0 is 

deflected through an angle 9 by an oblique shock wave at angle to the free-stream. 

The solution corresponding to the larger value of 0 is termed the ‘strong’ solution 

since the changes across the shock are more severe than for the ‘weak’ solution at 

the shallower angle. The density, pressure, Mach number and temperature changes 

across an oblique shock are given by

(7 + 1) Mq sin2 PPi
Po (7- l)M2sin2/? + 2

— = 1 + (M2 sin2 ^ - 1)
Po 7 +

M2 sin2 [P — 9) =

To

M2 sin2 ^+[2/(7-!)] 

[27/ (7 - 1)1 Ml sin2 P-I

= 2121 
Po Pi

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

where (0) and (1) denote conditions before and after the shock respectively and 7 

is the ratio of specific heats. The flow deflection 9 due to the oblique shock is given 

by

Ml sin2 p - 1tan 9 = 2 cot y? (2.7)Ml (7 + cos 2P) + 2

Thus given the upstream conditions and shock angle P the downstream conditions 

can be calculated in a very straightforward manner.
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M = M0

Shock wave 
angle P

Jweak

max

Deflection angle 0

Figure 2.4: Weak and strong solutions in the (9,P) plane

2.4.2 Regular Reflection

A regular reflection solution involves two oblique shocks. Referring to Figure 2.1(a), 

the conditions at (1) and the deflection are calculated using the oblique shock 

relations, see directly above. To calculate the conditions at (2), <f)r is obtained by 

invoking the condition (2.1) and solving equation (2.7). It is not possible to solve for 

4>r directly so a simple iterative procedure (such as a bisection method) is required. 

Note that the ‘weak’ solution can normally assumed to be correct in the absence of 

additional boundary conditions (see Section 2.6.2). Figure 2.5 includes the pressure 

ratio P2,rrIpo for various M0 within the dual solution domain, the subscript RR 

referring to the regular reflection type discussed here. Note that in the flgure each 

curve extends from = (f>f on the left of each curve to (pi = on the right.

2.4.3 The Detachment Criterion

For a given free-stream Mach number M0 the incident shock angle (pf corresponding 

to the detachment criterion (see Section 2.3) is obtained by gradually increasing (pi
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Incident shock angle (4J. degrees

Figure 2.5: Pressure ratios across shock reflections in dual solution domain

when calculating a RR until the solution for r can no longer be achieved. The 

variation of with Mq is shown in Figure 2.3.

2.4.4 The von Neumann Criterion

For a given free-stream Mach number M0 the incident shock angle corresponding 

to the von Neumann criterion (see Section 2.3) is obtained by first calculating the 

pressure p3iR behind a normal shock. For some small value of (j)i a RR solution 

is then calculated; the pressure p2 behind r should be less than p3iR. <f)i is then 

gradually increased until p2 equals The variation of with M0 is shown in 

Figure 2.3. Note that for M0 < 2.20 the von Neumann criterion does not exist.

2.4.5 Mach Reflection

Referring to Figure 2.1(b), a first guess for the conditions at (2) and (3,T), for 

which the boundary conditions (2.2) apply, is obtained by calculating the pressure 

behind T if m is locally normal to the fiow, i.e. by taking p3tR as an initial guess 

for p3,r. The defiections and 9r are then calculated for this pressure value using
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equation (2.7) with equation (2.4), the conditions at (0) and (1) being known. The 

pressure p3)r is gradually decreased until the conditions (2.2) are true. Note that 

this analysis gives a ‘Mach reflection solution’ in that the gasdynamic conditions at 

(0),(1),(2) and (3) are known. However, note that the length of m and its inclination 

between R and T are not calculated. A more involved approach has been used[27] to 

estimate the length of m with some success. Regarding the conditions in region (3), 

note that this analysis yields two sets of conditions here; conditions (3,T) behind T 

which uphold the MR boundary conditions, and conditions (3,R) behind R where 

m is normal to the free-stream. Figure 2.5 includes the pressure ratios P2,mr/Po 

and Ps/Po for various M0 within the dual solution domain. Note that P2,mr/Po and 

P3,t/po are equivalent due to condition (2.2). Note also that P2,mr/Po and P3,r/po 

diverge by only a very small amount; in Figure 2.5 their respective curves are all 

but identical.

2.5 The Hysteresis Phenomenon

Pressure-deflection maps provide useful illustrations of how a dual solution domain 

can occur. However, when more than one reflection type is possible no clue is given 

by these maps as to which mode actually occurs. The existence of a hysteresis ef

fect in the shock reflection type in the dual solution domain was flrst postulated by 

Hornung[16]. A number of relatively recent experimental studies have contributed 

to the understanding of this type of flow [16],[23],[25],[28] culminating in the first 

experimentally recorded shock reflection hysteresis [17]. Figure 2.6 shows schemat

ically a typical experimental set up for examination of this problem. Wave diagrams 

for (a) Regular Reflection and (b) Mach Reflection are also shown. Recent numerical 

studies have also predicted the phenomenon [18],[19],[20],[29]. If the dual solution 

domain is approached from a condition for which only RR may occur, then RR 

persists until the detachment criterion is reached where the reflection type flips to
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(a)

777777777

(b)

Figure 2.6; Use of a wedge shock generator for (a) regular reflection and (b) Mach 
reflection experiments

MR. Likewise, if the dual solution domain is approached from a MR condition, then 

MR persists until the von Neumann condition is reached where the reflection type 

flips to RR. Figure 2.7 shows a schematic representation in the {4>i,lm/w) plane, lm 

being the length of the Mach stem m, and w being the length of the wedge from 

leading to trailig edge. Note that as the von Neumann condition is approached, lm 

becomes vanishingly small. The most complete explanation to date for the hyster

esis is provided by Hornung [21] and is summarised below.
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Figure 2.7: Schematic illustration of the hysteresis loop in the ((j)i,lm) plane

A feature of MR not present in RR is the existence of a characteristic length, namely 

the length of the Mach stem. In the absence of mechanisms which may provide a 

characteristic length scale such as viscous effects, heat dissipation and relaxation, 

the length scale must be provided by the geometry of the boundary conditions. The 

obvious candidate is the length w from the leading to trailing edge of the wedge 

creating the incident shock. Such a wedge has been used in all experiments to date. 

The information condition requires that for MR to occur an information path must 

be open from the trailing edge of the wedge to the interaction area in order to trans

mit the characteristic length information. This information path is provided by an 

expansion from the trailing edge reaching the subsonic area behind the Mach stem. 

The transition criteria are then explained using this condition. An information path 

does not exist in the case of RR, thus when the dual solution domain is approached 

from a RR condition, the RR persists until the detachment criterion is reached. An 

information path is open in the case of MR, thus when the dual solution domain 

is approached from a MR condition, there is no impediment to MR occurring so it
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persists until the von Neumann criterion is reached.

This description of the mechanisms causing the hysteresis does not seem complete. 

The explanation for the persistence of RR until the detachment condition is reas

onable. However, for the persistence of MR, it has only been explained how there 

is no impediment to MR; it has not been explained why the MR should persist in 

preference to RR. An explanation for the MR persistence symmetrical to the RR 

persistence argument would require an identified impediment to the existence of 

RR when an MR condition exists within the dual solution domain. An alternative 

approach is the possibility that when either RR or MR is possible, MR may be the 

preferred solution. Note that such an argument would not contradict the above ex

planation for the persistence of RR (where MR is impeded). An explanation of why 

MR is preferred would then constitute an explanation for the persistence of MR, i.e. 

for one half of the hysteresis loop. The principle of minimum entropy production 

will be applied to this problem in Section 2.6.4 in an attempt to contribute to the 

explanation of the hysteresis phenomenon.

2.6 The Principle of Minimum Entropy Produc
tion

The principle of minimum entropy production [30] states that if more than one 

steady state solution is compatible with the problem boundary conditions then 

nature prefers the solution of minimum dissipative structure i.e. the observed solu

tion is that with the minimum rate of entropy production. The principle has been 

applied to the deflection of supersonic flow by wedges to explain the prevalence of 

‘weak’ over ‘strong’ shock solutions [24],[31j. By extension, the prevalence of ‘weak’ 

over strong regular reflections, a problem already mentioned in Section 2.3, has also
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been explained using this principle [24], Pseudo-steady shock reflection (as opposed 

to the steady shock reflections considered in this work) have also been examined 

using the principle [32], Thus a precedent clearly exists for using the principle to 

help explain phenomena associated with shock wave reflections. Encouraged by this, 

the principle will be applied below to two shock reflection phenomena which in the 

authors’ opinion have not yet been fully explained, namely why the von Neumann 

criterion is the lower pressure limit on the dual solution domain and IMR is not 

normally observed (see Section 2.3) and the persistence of MR in the hysteresis loop 

(see Section 2.5). As a preliminary, the principle is flrst re-applied to supersonic 

flow deflection and regular shock reflections.

2.6.1 Supersonic Flow Deflection

If a supersonic free-stream of Mach number M0 is deflected by a wedge at incidence 

e to the free-stream {0 being less than the shock detachment angle) then oblique 

shock theory admits two solutions (see Section 2.4.1). For an ideal gas [33]

ds — Cp d\nT — R d\iip (2.8)

which can be integrated directly to yield

Si-So = Cpd\n^~Rd\n — 
Jo po (2.9)

which IS an expression for the increase in entropy when an ideal gas is changed from 

state (0) to state (1) by some process. Here Cp is the specific heat at constant 

pressure and R is the specific gas constant. If the process is an oblique shock, then 

equations (2.3) to (2.6) can be substituted into equation (2.9) to obtain

Si — So = C„ ^ 7ln 

+ In

. (7 + 1) M02 sin2 + 7 + 1 _
27 ,,2 . 9 . 7-

7-1

.7 + 1
M02 sin213 -

7 + 1 (2.10)
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where Cv is the specific heat at constant volume. Figure 2.8 shows the entropy 

increase across an oblique shock calculated using this expression for various free- 

stream Mach numbers Mq with air as the working gas. It is evident that the entropy 

increase across the shock increases with shock angle, as might be expected. The 

‘strong’ oblique shock solution has a greater shock angle than the ‘weak’ solution, 

and hence has a greater associated entropy rise. This can be stated as

Asstrong > As.weak (2.11)

If J is the shape of the reflected shock wave front then the rate of entropy production 

S across the shock is given by [24]

S = j /90“osiniS(si — s0)dto (2.12)

where dw is a differential line element along J. In this case the shock wave is straight 

and the entropy increase across the shock does not change along J. Since the total 

mass flow rate must remain constant (the upstream conditions (0) are not influenced 

by the reflected shock angle) an increasing entropy jump across the shock implies 

increasing entropy production. Thus condition (2.11) implies

'Strong > s,weak (2.13)

and by the principle of minimum entropy production the ‘weak’ solution is the stable 

i.e. physical solution.

As noted in Salas[31] the principle of minimum entropy production explains the 

prevalence of ‘weak’ over ‘strong’ oblique shock solutions in the simple deflection of 

supersonic flow, but does not disprove the possibility of a ‘strong’ shock solution 

if the downstream pressure is given as a boundary condition. The principle of 

minimum entropy production applies only when multiple steady states occur which 

satisfy the same boundary conditions. Thus in this case for a fixed M0 and 9 from
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Shock wave angle p

Figure 2.8: Increase in entropy across an oblique shock

oblique shock theory both ^strong and /3weak could occur but the principle indicates 

Pweak- However if the downstream pressure is_given as a boundary condition then 

the boundary condition set has changed and the only possible solution is some 9 

which satisfies the pressure.

2.6.2 Regular Reflection

As has been mentioned in Section 2.3, two possible RR solutions exist when .

This situation is represented in the {p,6) plane in Figure 2.2(a). The two possible 

solutions, at the points where the R polar intersects the p axis, arise because two 

values of refiected shock angle 4>rtWeak and (j)T,strong can achieve the 9r necessary 

to satisfy the RR boundary condition (2.1). This situation is clearly very similar 

to supersonic flow defiection (see directly above) and the result is the same; the 

principle of minimum entropy production predicts that for a given M0 and (j)i the 

‘weak’ solution is observed since it entails a lower rate of entropy production. The 

entropy increase As = s2 — Sq variation with for various M0 across an RR with
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Incident shock wave angle

40 50

Figure 2.9: Increase in entropy across a regular reflection

a ‘weak’ reflected shock is shown in Figure 2.9. That the entropy increase in each 

case would be greater for a ‘strong’ solution is evident from Figure 2.8 if (/>r and Mi 

are substituted for fl and M0. Note that the posssibility of a ‘strong’ RR has not 

been disproved, see the end of Section 2.6.1.

2.6.3 Inverted Mach Reflection

As has been discussed in Section 2.3, why the von Neumann condition should mark 

the lower pressure end of the dual solution domain and IMR is not normally observed 

has yet to be fully explained. In this and in subsequent sections the conditions in 

region (3) behind R will be denoted with the subscript 3 rather than with to 

shorten the notation. Note that the conditions in region (3) behind T are equivalent 

to those in region (2) behind r in the cae of MR so the subscript notation ^ T is now 

discarded. Figures 2.10 and 2.11 show the calculated entropy increases across a 

regular reflection (s2ikr — s0) and the oblique {s2,mr — s0) and Mach stem (S3 — s0) 

parts of a Mach reflection within the dual solution domain for a representative range
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Figure 2.10; Entropy increase across RR and oblique part of MR in dual solution 
domain
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Figure 2.11. Entropy increase across Mach stem part of MR in dual solution domain
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of Mach numbers M0. Each curve extends from the von Neumann {(j>i = 4>^) to the 

detachment {(f>i = (f)f) condition. Note that for each M0, (s3 — s0) is greater than 

both [s2^RR — So) and (s2imr — so)- Note also that at the von Neumann condition 

{s2,RR — So) and {s2,mr ~ so) are identical (because the Mach stem has vanished) 

and that (s2irr — s0) increases more sharply with incident shock angle i.e.

(S2,RR — so) ^ d (s2imR — Sq)
d(j)l d(f)i

For (j)i < (}>f (i.e. where an IMR is theoretically possible) this trend continues since 

(t)T,MR must be greater than the corresponding (j)r>RR in order to achieve the negative 

flow deflection. As a consequence for (/»j < <j)f the entropy increase across both parts 

of the MR is greater than that across the corresponding RR. This can be written as

(S3-SO)01<^" > {s2,RR-SQt<<^^ 

is2,MR — So)0t<0‘ > is2,RR ~ So)<^,<<^*

(2.14)

The expression (2.12) for the rate of entropy production for an oblique shock is 

adapted here for the entropy production rates for regular and Mach reflection

’RR / P2,RRU2,RR sin {(pr,RR ~ dr,RR) {S2,RR ~ S0)dwriRR (2.15)
J Jt.RR

’MR
= /

J Jr,MR
P2,MR'U'2,MRSm {(j)r<MR ~ ^t,Mr) {S2,MR — so)dwrtMR

+ / pou0{s3 - so)d'wm (2.16)
^ Jm

where JriRR, Jt,mr-, Jm are the shapes of r (in RR and MR) and m respectively; 

dwT,RR, dwTtMR and dwm are their respective differential line elements. Note that in 

these expressions all sources of entropy production other than the incident shock, 

reflected shock and Mach stem are neglected. The total mass flow rate for a given 

Mo and </»j must be equal for RR and MR. However, not all of the flow is processed by
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the shock system (see Figure 2.6). We make the assumption that the same amount of 

flow is processed by our simplified models of the RR and MR systems. This is exactly 

true at the von Neumann condition and appears to be a good approximation in the 

vicinity of this condition from flow visualisations [16],[17],[23]. This assumption 

provides a continuity equation

/

J Jt.RR
P2,rru2,rr sin {(f>r,RR - 9r,RR) dwr>RR =

/ P2,MRu2,MRS^ni(j)T,MR-^r,MR)dwT^MR+ / PoUodwm (2-17)
Jjr,MR

From equations (2.15) and (2.16) the entropy production rate is the product of 

mass flow rate and entropy increase integrated across the shock system. Since the 

entropy increase across both parts of the IMR is greater than across the RR (see the 

inequalities (2.14)) and the total mass flow rate is the same in each case (see equation 

(2.17)), then we can conclude that the IMR entropy production rate is greater than 

the RR, regardless of the proportions of the total mass flow being processed by by 

the MR components. This is stated as

[SMRj > ^SRRj 

Hence by the principle of minimum entropy production RR is the observed solution.

The possibility of suppressing the RR to obtain the IMR does not violate this result 

for the same reasons as discussed in Section 2.6.1. In the present case for a fixed M0 

and (f)i both IMR and RR could occur from oblique shock theory but the principle 

selects RR. However if the downstream pressure is given as a boundary condition 

then the set of boundary conditions has changed and the principle does not apply. 

According to Hornung[23], if RR is impeded by setting the downstream pressure to

a high value then IMR may occur, explaining the results of Henderson[25] where 

IMR was observed.
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2.6.4 Shock Reflection Hysteresis

As discussed in Section 2.5, the persistence of MR in the dual solution domain i.e. 

for one half of the hysteresis loop has yet to be fully explained. In this section it will 

be argued that the MR may have a lower entropy production rate than the RR, and 

hence by the principle of minimum entropy production MR is the observed solution.

Figures 2.10 and 2.11 show the calculated entropy increases across a regular reflection 

{s2,RR — So) and the oblique (s2,mr — sq) and Mach stem (s3 — s0) parts of a Mach 

reflection within the dual solution domain. From these figures it is evident that 

within the dual solution domain the entropy increase across the oblique part of the 

MR is less than that across the RR, but the entropy increase across the Mach stem 

is greater. This can be written as

(2.18)

We would like to compare RR and MR entropy production rates. In this case to do 

this we must also examine the relative proportions of mass flow processed by each 

MR component. Expressions for Sjiji and S^ji, the rates of entropy production for 

RR and MR respectively, are given by equations 2.15 and 2.16. If we make the 

further assumption that these shocks are straight then the expressions simplify to

'SrR — P2,RRU2,RR sin {(j)r,RR ~ dr RR) (s2,RH — So) lr,RR (2.19)

SmR — P2,MRU2,MR Sin i(l)r,MR — is2,MR ~ Sq) lr,MR + Po«0 (^3 ~ Sq) lTl

(2.20)

where It,rr, It,mri and /TO are the lengths of r (in RR and MR), and m respectively.
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To help us examine this, we define A, B and C as follows

A = P2,rru2,rr sin («/>r,KR - eTtRR) {s2,rr - s0)

B = po«o (s3 - So)

C = P2,MRU2,MR sin i(l)r,MR - ^t,Mr) {S2,MR ~ So) 

then equations (2.15) and (2.16) become respectively

Srr = ^It,rr

SmR ~ B/m + Clr MR

(2.21)

(2.22)

Figure 2.12 shows the variation of the parameters A, B and C with <pi within the 

dual solution domain for a free-stream Mach number M0 = 4.96 for which = 

30.9 . The significance of this particular condition is explained later. As illustrated 

in Figure 2.7 a feature of the von Neumann condition is that the length of the Mach 

stem m has become vanishingly small; the RR and MR are effectively identical 

{Im = 0, = 4>t,mr)- This can be seen in Figure 2.10 where A(^6f) = C(0f) as

a consequence. On increasing (j)U A increases more quickly than C. Within the dual 

solution domain the principle of minimum entropy production has the potential 

for allowing selection of the prevailing reflection type. However, as is clear from 

equations (2.19) and (2.20), knowledge of the shock wave lengths as well as the 

quantities A,B,C is required in order to make a direct comparison between Sim 

and SMR. Introducing a relationship between the total mass flow rates through the 

RR and MR aids clarification. Assuming that the mass flow through the RR is the 

same as that through the MR and that the shocks are straight, equations (2.19) and 

(2.20) become

P2,RRU2,RR sin {(f>T,RR 0t,Rr) lr,RR — PoUolm + P2,MRU2,MR sin {(l)r,MR ~ Qt,Mr)
MR

(2.23)
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We want to show that MR is the observed solution by the principle of minimum 

entropy production i.e.

SRR > 5,MU (2.24)

Combining this condition with equations (2.21),(2.22) and (2.23) gives a geometric 

condition for the prevalence of MR in the dual solution domain in terms of the 

gasdynamic conditions

Im ^ P2,RRU2,RR sin {4)t,RR — 0r,RR) (^2,RR — ^2,MR)
(2.25)

P0«0 (S3 — S2,Mfi)

It is not possible to evaluate the LHS of this expression using the present analysis. 

Experimental results for shock reflection hysteresis at Mq = 4.96 have been presen

ted in [17]. The same problem has also been studied numerically [18],[19],[29]. From 

these results it is possible to extract a value for lm/lr^RR within the dual solution 

domain and test the condition (2.25). However, it is useful to recap on how this 

expression was obtained. In particular, two important simplifying assumptions have 

been made:

The total mass flow rate through the RR and MR are equivalent. As shown 

in Figure 2.6 the expansion around the trailing edge of the wedge interacts with the 

reflected shock wave. Some of the flow which is processed by the incident shock is 

not processed by the reflected shock. As the Mach stem grows the inclination and 

length of the reflected oblique shock changes. As a result, the proportion of the flow 

processed by the reflected oblique shock is different for RR and MR.

Sources of entropy production other than shock waves are neglected. The 

entropy production due to the interacton of the reflected shock with the expansion 

is assumed to be equivalent for RR and MR i.e. does not influence comparisons of
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entropy production rates.

The errors associated with these assumptions increase on departing from the von 

Neumann condition. They are difficult to quantify; from flow visualisations [16], 

[17],[23] the lengths of the reflected shocks in the dual solution domain do not ap

pear to differ greatly for RR and MR but this does not provide sufficient justiflcation 

for identifying some range of 0, in the vicinity of for which condition (2.25) is 

valid, even before taking into account errors associated with measuring lm and lriRR. 

It IS therefore difficult to investigate whether the condition (2.24) is true for even 

one particular set of conditions.

Directly comparing SRR and SMR on a reliable basis using the present approach is 

therefore not possible. However, it is still possible to make use of the fact that our 

assumptions are exact at the von Neumann condition. If condition (2.24) is true for 

the dual solution domain then the condition
/ - V ^—a^n

> I —^ I (2.26)
dSRR

d(f)i d(j)i
must also hold since

.—.hN

(2.27)

Noting that for MR any increase in the mass flow through the Mach stem due to 

Its growth entails a corresponding reduction in the mass flow through the reflected

shock i.e.

d ( . d
d(j)i ^P2'MRU2’M>ism i(l)r,MR ~ Ot>mr) Itmr) + ~{poUolm) = 0 (2.28)

then after some manipulation equations (2.19),(2.20) and (2.26) yield

_____Pouois3 — S2,mr) dld ( \ d ,
dd-'RR s°' > 7a^S2’mr~so)~^------- ,-------------------

P2,RRU2,RR^m{(t)r,MR-dr,MR)l
m

■T,RR d(t)i

(2.29)
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which is valid only at the von Neumann condition. If hin is the distance between 

the leading edges of the two symmetric wedges {hin/2 is then the distance from the 

wedge leading edge to the symmetric line/reflecting surface in Figure 2.6) then we 

have simply

dir. hind{ftj2)
d(j>i d(f)i

Equation (2.29) then becomes

-^{S2,RR-S0) > —{s2tMR- So) + -
d(pi P2,RRU2,RR Sm[(f)T MR — 0r MR)lr}RR d(l).

PoUq{s3 ~ S2iMR){hin/2) d{h.‘̂^2)

^4>i
(2.30)

The quantity poUo{hin/2) is the total mass flow rate between the wedge and the 

symmetric line. The quantity P2,rru2,rr sin(</>r)A^it — 9r,MR)lT,RR is the total mass 

flow rate across the reflected oblique shock. Their ratio, which we denote ratio flow, 

can be estimated from experiment along with .the quantity d{1^)/d<t)i. All other 

quantities in this expression can be obtained from our simplified analysis. The 

quantities pertaining to condition (2.30) for the von Neumann condition M0 = 4.96, 

(f)f 30.9° are summarised in Table 2.1. Note that the necessary geometric values 

extracted from experimental data are deliberately estimated on the side of a high 

RHS to this condition in order to avoid uncertainty in this conclusion1,2. From this 

analysis the condition (2.30) is demonstrated to be true, and therefore condition 

(2.24) is true in the vicinity of the von Neumann condition for M0 = 4.96.

Note that for the experiment referred to here the dual solution domain was found to 

terminate a few degrees before the detachment condition. It is possible that at this 

point the condition (2.24) is no longer true. An observation from [17] which supports 

this is that d{-d^)/d(j)i increases on departing from the von Neumann condition. 

The present simplified approach is not adequate to conclusively demonstrate whether
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the principle of minimum entropy production can explain the persistence of MR as 

part of the hysteresis loop. However, the above result can at least be regarded 

as evidence which supports this idea. A conclusive analysis would require at least 

accurate experimental measurement of shock wave lengths. An alternative approach 

could be to directly measure the entropy production from numerical results.

^i{s2,RR - So) 1.2478
■^i(s2,MR - so) 0.6675

(s3 ~ S2,Mr) 0.5116
Tatio fiow 3.33331
- ^ \

^hinf2J 0.28432

LHS of (2.30) 1.248
RHS of (2.30) 1.152

Table 2.1: Values for condition (2.30) at M0 = 4.96, = 30.9°

2.7 Discussion

In this section the principle of minimum entropy production has been applied to some 

shock wave and shock reflection phenomena in an attempt to explain experimental 

observations. First, the conclusions of other authors who examined supersonic flow 

deflection and regular shock reflection were restated to establish that a precedent 

for this type of approach exists. It was then demonstrated how the principle can be 

used to explain why the well known von Neumann criterion marks one limit of the 

shock reflection dual solution domain and Inverted Mach Reflection is not normally 

observed. It is then suggested that the phenomenon of shock reflection hysteresis 

andSOr^^tWniil takenflfr0m the flow visualisations in [17]. FVorn these images between 40%
Juied to “ vTdS by tl,e refleCted 0bUqUC ShOCk- Here a Of 30% iS

yieldEa“ vletbe S,raiebt Pi,rt °f Fig"re 10(a) ln |1?l' Usi"® the ««
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Figure 2.12: Variation of parameters A,B,C in dual solution domain for M0 = 4.96

has yet to be full explained; that the principle of minimum entropy production may 

provide an explanation for the persistence of Mach reflection when the dual solution 

domain is approached from a Mach reflection condition is proposed. The difficulties 

associated with applying the principle to this problem are discussed. Some evidence 

supporting this theory is presented for one particular hysteresis case for which ex

perimental data is available. Some recommendations are made for continued study 

of this problem.





Chapter 3 

Numerical Method

3.1 Flow Solver

In this chapter, it is described how an axisymmetric (laminar) Navier-Stokes flow 

solver has been used to study the phenomenon of shock reflection hysteresis in an 

underexpanded jet. The results of this study will be examined in the light of the un

derstanding of the two-dimensional hysteresis phenomenon established in Chapter 

2. The main features of the flow solver are' outlined here. For full details see 

[34],[35],[36].

A cell-centred flnite volume method is employed. Osher’s scheme and MUSCL vari

able interpolation are used to discretise the convective terms and central differencing 

for the diffusive terms. The linear system arising at each implicit time step is solved 

using a Generalised Conjugate Gradient method. A Block Incomplete Lower-Upper 

(BILU) factorisation is used as a preconditioner. A structured multi-block grid sys

tem is employed. The BILU factorisation is decoupled between blocks to reduce 

communication. This results in efficient implementation on distributed memory 

parallel computers. An important feature of the flow solver is the use of approxim

ate Jacobian matrices for the left hand side of the linear system. This has led to 

substantial reductions in memory and CPU-time requirements compared to the use

33
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of exact Jacobians.

For this study it is assumed throughout that the working gas is in the continuum 

regime with no condensation and has constant specific heats. These assumptions 

are verified in a straightforward manner. The extremities of pressure, temperature 

etc. experienced in the experiments can be obtained from [2]. The Knusden number 

based on the shock cell length was calculated [37] [38] as being less than 0.15 at all 

times. The continuum Navier-Stokes equations hold up to Knusden numbers of 0.2 

[39] so we are just within the continuum regime. Based on the experiments reported 

in [40] the present cases are also condensation free. Despite the high Mach num

bers and strong shock waves encountered in the experiments the gas temperature 

remained relatively low at all times, well below the levels where molecular disso

ciation or vibrational excitation become important [39]. These assumptions are 

confirmed by the Hypersonic Aerodynamics Group at DERA Farnborough where 

the experiments were carried out.

3.2 Boundary Conditions

Figure 3.1 shows a diagram of the computational domain with labelled boundary 

condition types (the size of the nozzle is exaggerated for clarity). The boundaries 

labelled A denote adiabatic wall boundaries with no slip and zero normal pressure 

gradient. At R a symmetry condition was applied. To decide which boundary 

conditions to apply at C we have the advantage that across all of this boundary 

we know that we should have outflow. In keeping with an inviscid characteristic 

analysis, the flow variables are extrapolated from the interior of the domain except 

for the case of locally subsonic outflow where the pressure was imposed at the 

background level. Two alternative treatments were tested and rejected. First, all of 

the flow variables were extrapolated across all of the boundary. This significantly
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impaired convergence in regions of subsonic outflow. Secondly, the background 

pressure was imposed across all of the boundary. This did not impair convergence 

but did result in signiflcant spurious oscillations in regions of supersonic outflow. 

The boundary condition treatment at the nozzle inlet D requires a somewhat more 

involved treatment. We know the reservoir stagnation conditions (denoted here 

by r) but require boundary conditions for the nozzle inlet i. This is achieved by 

assuming that the total enthalpy and entropy are the same for the reservoir and 

nozzle inlet, thus obtaining expressions for pi and pi which are imposed. The velocity 

components are extrapolated from the interior of the domain. Note that assuming 

constant entropy s implies a constant entropy measure S deflned by

P'1

For convenience the non-dimensionalisation is constructed such that

Pt — 1) PT =f (^’^)

are the values of density and pressure respectively in the reservoir. The reservoir 

sound speed, total enthalpy and the entropy measure are then

1, Hr = ------ -,
(7-1) Sr = - 

7

We now have two conditions to impose at the inlet i :

u _ IPi , u2i + c Pi
r“(7-l)pf+ 2 ’

The velocity components Ui and Vi are extrapolated from the interior of the domain. 

The inlet density and pressure are then

1 .V
Pi = l-!f4^(7-l)) Pi = -Pi 

7

For the boundary condition treatment at E the background stagnation conditions 

are known but the flow direction is not known a priori. This being similar to the
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nozzle inlet boundary treament, the boundary conditions here are treated in the 

same manner except that background conditions are used instead of reservoir con

ditions in equation 3.1.

It is possible to construct a Riemann invariant based boundary condition treatment 

for the boundaries at C and E analogous to that commonly used as a “far-field” 

condition for aerofoil flow studies. However the present approach was found to be 

adequate and its implementation straightforward in the framework of the existing 

flow solver. One more boundary condition was used; as described below, calculations 

were also carried out concerning only the nozzle flow. At the nozzle outlet, where the 

flow is supersonic except in the boundary layer, all flow variables were extrapolated 

from the interior of the domain.

Figure 3.1: Boundary conditions
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3.3 Initial Conditions and Pseudo-Steady 

Approach

As a first step to studying the full problem a preliminary calculation for the nozzle 

only was carried out. Using a linear variation from reservoir to Mach 3 conditions 

along the axis from the inlet to the outlet as initial conditions was found to consid

erably reduce the calculation time compared with using uniform reservoir or sonic 

conditions. The solution from this calculation was used as the initial solution in 

the nozzle for the main calculation, and the calculated nozzle exit conditions were 

used as the initial conditions for the domain directly downstream of the nozzle exit. 

For the remainder of the domain the background conditions were applied as initial 

conditions. Calculations were performed over a range of pressure ratios from well 

inside the regular reflection range to well inside the Mach reflection range including 

the hysteresis loop. A quasi-steady approach was employed in order to account for 

time history effects. First, converged solutions were obtained for the conditions at 

the extremities of the range of interest. These were used as initial solutions for a 

calculation with a small change in pressure ratio, thus beginning to traverse the 

range, this solution being used subsequently as the next initial solution etc. By 

using a small step change in pressure ratio between calculations this approach is 

very robust and converges quickly at each condition, as shown in Figure 3.2. Here 

it should be noted that the scaling residual used in the figure, the residual after the 

first step, is already small. A reduction of just over two orders of magnitude in the 

residual was found to be sufficient for the step size used. Further convergence did 

not alter the solution. This usually required around 100 steps to achieve1 but may 

require up to 500 steps when a switch in shock reflection type occurs. By contrast, 

obtaining a converged solution (without the aid of a close initial solution) for the 

end points of the pressure ratio range is far more demanding, requiring approxim- 

corresponding to a CPU time of 950 seconds on a 200MHz Intel Pentium Pro processor
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ately 30 times the computational effort. The step change in pressure ratio used is 

2.857, corresponding to a step change in reservoir stagnation pressure of 0.1 torr for 

a background pressure of 35 mtorr in terms of the original experiments.

20 40 60
iterations

80 100

Figure 3.2: Convergence behaviour at each step

3.4 Grid

The grid generation for this case is straightforward due to the simple geometry. The 

computational domain extends 70 nozzle throat diameters downstream in order to 

capture at least two shock cells and 20 diameters radially from the symmetric line. 

The grid within the nozzle consists of 58 and 21 points in the axial and radial dir

ections respectively, this number having been determined from a grid convergence 

study carried out independently of the plume calculations. The plume calculations 

were also performed using a number of grids. The effect of the radial extent of 

the computational domain was examined by comparing results for calculations with 

grids extending 20 and 40 nozzle throat diameters from the symmetric line. The 

results are identical, see for example Figure 3.3. It was also found that the grid
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density in the radial direction can be surprisingly coarse compared to the axial dir

ection, 65 points being sufficient. In order to obtain a grid converged solution, the 

necessary axial grid density was much finer. Results were obtained for three different 

levels of axial grid fineness, see Table 3.1. Using the grid convergence measure of 

the calculated limits of the hysteresis loop, a grid converged solution was obtained 

using 937 points in the axial direction. Centre-line values were also checked for grid 

convergence, see Figure 3.4. For any given pressure ratio the grid is excessively fine 

in places, but since the location of the shock reflections vary widely with pressure 

ratio and the same grid was used in each case this was unavoidable.
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Figure 3.3: Effect of radial extent of domain for p0/pb = 285.7
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Figure 3.4: Result of grid convergence study for p0/pb = 285.7

No. points 
along axis

Lower limit2
Po/ Pb Nj D throat

Upper limit6
Pol Pb N1L) throat

469
937
1405

200.0 1 1 202.9 14.10 I I 13.14
214.3 1 1 217.1 14.55 I I 13.41
214.3 1 1 217.1 14.55 I I 13.41

434.3 1 1 437.1 21.02 I 1 18.81
334.3 1 1 337.1 18.32 I I 16.50
334.3 1 1 337.1 18.32 I I 16.50

Table 3.1: Grid independence study for hysteresis loop

2first value is highest pressure ratio not on MR curve, second is lowest ratio in loop 
3first value is highest pressure ratio in loop, second is lowest ratio not on RR curve





Chapter 4 

Results

4.1 Nozzle Calculations

Welsh [2] describes a series of experiments where the effect of varying the ratio of 

reservoir stagnation pressure p0 to background pressure Pb on the plume of a highly 

underexpanded nitrogen jet is examined. The reported shock reflection hysteresis 

phenomenon provided the motivation for this CFD study. In the experiments p0 

was varied and Pb was kept constant. In this way the nozzle exit conditions as well 

as the pressure ratio were varied. In addition, experiments were carried out for a 

number of values of Pb and for two different nozzle sizes. It is difficult then to isolate 

the effect of the varying pressure ratio. For these reasons, as a preliminary to the 

nozzle-plume study, it is useful to perform calculations for the nozzle alone in order 

to examine the effect of the nozzle Reynolds number on the nozzle exit conditions. 

This will help to put subsequent nozzle-plume calculations and comparison with 

experiment in their proper context.

Calculations were performed for a range of reservoir stagnation pressures, from 2 

torr to 70 torr, covering the range used in the experiments. The reservoir stagna

tion temperature T0 is constant at 288.OK and the two throat diameters used are 

5.19 mm and 15.3 mm. The Reynolds number based on throat conditions Ret can

41
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then be calculated for each p0, assuming sonic conditions at the throat, using the 

isentropic relations and Sutherland’s law for viscosity. The variation of Ret with 

pressure ratio for each nozzle is shown in Figure 4.1. The present CFD method was 

then used to obtain results for the nozzle flow for a range of Ret.

The calculated variation of the maximum nozzle exit Mach no. Mexit with throat 

Reynolds number Ret is shown in Figure 4.2. Calculated pressure contours for Ret— 

800 are shown in Figure 4.3. As expected, as Ret decreases so does caused

by the displacement effect of the boundary layer decreasing the effective area of the 

divergent section of the nozzle. The thickness of the boundary layer can be visualised 

from the Mach number plot Figure 4.4. The magnitude of the trend confirms that 

for each of the experiments the nozzle exit conditions vary significantly.

24000
Throat D = 15.36 mm 

Throat D = 5.19mm22000

20000

18000
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Reservoir Stagnation Pressure (p0), torr
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Figure 4.1: Reynolds number variation with stagnation pressure
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Figure 4.2: Effect of throat Reynolds number on maximum nozzle exit Mach number

Figure 4.3: Pressure contours, nozzle calculation, Ret — 800.0
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Figure 4.4: Mach number contours, nozzle calculation, Ret = 800.0

4.2 Hysteresis Loop

The calculated shock reflection type and distance variation with pressure ratio is 

shown in Figure 4.5. The Reynolds number was kept constant, as discussed below. 

The shock reflection distance is the axial distance {XT) from the nozzle exit to the 

centre of the first centre-line regular reflection or Mach disc, non-dimensionalised 

with respect to the nozzle throat diameter {Dthroat). The figure shows how for a 

small range of pressure ratios either regular reflection (RR) or Mach reflection (MR) 

may occur. Which condition prevails depends on the time history of the plume de

velopment, in accordance with experimental observation. Selecting, for example, the 

pressure ratio value of 300 in Figure 4.5, the corresponding point on the RR(MR) 

curve will be reached if the condition immediately prior was also on the RR(MR) 

curve. The arrows on the figure indicate the “flip” in reflection type which occurs 

at the limits of the hysteresis loop. From this figure it can be concluded that the
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quasi-steady approach (Section 3.3) has been successful, at least qualitatively, in 

modelling the shock reflection hysteresis phenomenon. A description of the plume 

structures associated with RR and MR is included in Section 4.3.

Figure 4.6 shows the extent of the calculated hysteresis loops compared with the 

data from experiments [2]. The scatter in the experimental results should be ex

plained. Each experiment was carried out with a constant background pressure and 

varying reservoir stagnation pressure, with the result that the nozzle Reynolds num

ber is not constant. This is illustrated in Figure 4.1 which shows the effect of the 

varying stagnation pressure on the throat Reynolds number for the nozzles used in 

the experiment. The effect of a varying nozzle Reynolds number on the maximum 

exit Mach number for these nozzles is shown in Figure 4.2. Thus for each of the 

experiments it is difficult to examine the effect of a varying pressure ratio when the 

Reynolds number and nozzle exit conditions are not constant.

With this is mind, the present calculations were performed with a constant throat 

Reynolds number of 4000 and a varying pressure ratio, which in effect models varying 

background pressure and constant nozzle conditions, thus enabling examination of 

the pressure ratio influence independently. Although we cannot expect close agree

ment with the experiments for this reason, we can at least conclude from Figure 4.6 

that our present calculation of the location of the hysteresis loop is reasonable in 

terms of both pressure ratio and reflection distance. The calculated Mach number 

on the axis immediately upstream of the first shock reflection is plotted in Figure 

4.7 for a number of representative points in the pressure ratio range. Within the 

dual solution domain, a higher Mach number is reached before the shock reflection 

in the regular reflection cases. This trend is discussed in Section 4.3.4.
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In Section 2.4 it is described how in the case of two dimensional shock reflection 

hysteresis the limits of the dual solution domain can be calculated from knowledge 

of the Mach number upstream of the reflection and the incident shock angle. In 

principle a similar analysis is possible here; the Mach number and local shock angle 

can be obtained from the CFD results, and the theoretical limits to the dual solution 

domain calculated and compared with the numerical results. However, this approach 

was not successful since the shock angles are difficult to measure accurately from 

fleld plots due to curvature of the shock and shock smearing. Other aspects of the 

analysis of the computational results are also hampered by this problem, as discussed 

in Section 4.3.3.

Mach Reflect on

r 16

Regular Reflection

Pressure Ratio (p0 / Pi,)

Figure 4.5: Distance to reflection for range of pressure ratios, Ret = 4000
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4.3 Plume Structure

4.3.1 Presentation of Results

It is useful here to include a note on the sequence in which the results are presented. 

The figures appear out of sequence when referenced from the text; this is because 

all of the field plots (whether for RR or MR) are grouped together, followed by the 

centre-line plots, in this way aiding comparison of figures.

4.3.2 Regular Reflection

Figure 4.8 shows calculated density contours for a pressure ratio P0/Pb = 185.7 

which lies in the regular refiection range. The figure clearly shows the repeated 

shock cell pattern typical of this regime. Figures 4.9 to 4.11 show a detail of the 

second shock cell including the incident shock from the first cell and refiected shock 

at the beginning of the third. Pressure contours, Mach contours, velocity vectors 

and streamlines are shown. For clarity velocity vectors are shown for only every 

fifth grid cell in the axial direction and every fourth in the radial direction. From 

these field plots the important elements of the plume structure can be visualised. 

On exiting from the nozzle (on the left hand side of Figure 4.8) the air is at a higher 

pressure than the ambient air and expands sharply, increasing the cross-sectional 

area of the plume. Expansion waves refiect from the free jet boundary as compres

sion waves, and in so doing turn the jet boundary towards the axis. The curved 

nature of the jet boundary causes the compression waves to coalesce and form an 

oblique shock wave, the incident shock labelled. Air passing through this shock is 

turned back towards the axis and collects in a shock layer of increasing density, 

causing the shock itself to turn further towards the axis. This is also encouraged by 

the increasing Mach number of the air before the shock in the still expanding core 

flow, whose pressure now lies below the background pressure. The axisymmetric 

shock intersects the axis and is refiected as another oblique shock. This Regular
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Reflection is analogous to the Regular Reflection in two dimensional uniform flow 

discussed in Chapter 2. The shock reflection is the mechanism through which the 

condition of axial flow on the centre-line is achieved; after the incident shock the 

flow is converging on the axis and is then turned away by the reflected shock. The 

flow direction can be clearly seen from the streamlines in Figure 4.11. Immediately 

downstream of the reflection point the air being processed by the reflected shock 

is of increasing density due to the accumulated shock layer, turning the shock to

wards the axis. This tendency is quickly overtaken by the rapidly re-expanding core 

flow which causes the shock to turn outwards again towards the jet boundary. The 

change in curvature of the reflected shock is best seen in Figure 4.9. The shock is 

reflected as expansion waves by the free jet boundary which is turned back away 

from the axis. This expansion reinforces the expansion of the under-expanded core 

flow, and initiates another shock cell when the expansion waves again reflect from 

the jet boundary. The pattern is repeated, its strength gradually lessening, until 

the structure is destroyed by diminishing pressure ratio and mixing.

Figures 4.20 to 4.24 show calculated centre-line distributions of pressure, density, 

Mach number, axial velocity and temperature. Regular reflections arising for three 

pressure ratios are shown; 'Po/Vh = 334.3 is the highest pressure ratio for which 

regular reflection occurs (a limit of the hysteresis loop), PojPh = 57.1 was the lowest 

pressure ratio considered and PolVh — 185.7 was selected as an intermediate point. 

The ragged peaks to the pressure and density curves for the lower pressure ratio cases 

are possibly explained by the interaction of the shock layer behind the incident shock 

with the reflected shock. It is interesting to note that upstream of the interactions 

all of the curves are coincident. Despite the fact that the cross-sectional area of 

the plume increases with pressure ratio, the core expansion along the axis appears 

to be independent of pressure ratio until the reflection occurs. From Figure 4.22
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it can be seen that the flow behind the first regular shock reflection may become 

subsonic. From the present calculations, the lowest pressure ratio at which this 

occurs is Po/Pb = 171.4 and as the pressure ratio increases in the regular reflection 

range the subsonic region becomes larger and the minimum Mach number smaller. 

At the upper limit of the RR range {p0/Pb = 334.3) the subsonic region is 2.65 throat 

diameters in length with a minimum Mach number of 0.26 . More will be said about 

the region of subsonic flow in Section 4.3.5.

4.3.3 Mach Reflection

As the ratio of nozzle exit to background pressure increases, the amount of expansion 

at the nozzle exit increases and the shock cell grows in size. As the pressure ratio 

increases, the angle at which the incident shock intersects the axis increases. This 

is a trend which is evident from comparison of contour plots for various pressure 

ratios, but the actual angle is difficult to measure precisely due to the curvature of 

the shock and its apparent thickness in the CFD results due to shock smearing. The 

increasing angle has the result that the flow behind the incident shock is deflected 

more towards the centre-line. The stronger incident shock also results in a greater 

decrease in Mach number across the shock, an effect which is countered by a greater 

Mach number in the core flow upstream of the incident shock, as shown in Figure 

4.7. The shock deflection angle necessary for a reflected shock to re-align the flow 

is thus increasing, and at the same time the Mach number between shocks may be 

decreasing. A point is reached where an oblique shock solution for the required 

9 given Mi is not possible. The re-alignment is in this case achieved via a Mach 

reflection, which consists of a normal shock called a Mach disc and a curved oblique 

shock, see Figures 4.12 to 4.15. The flow is subsonic behind the Mach disc, but is 

supersonic behind the oblique shock. These areas are separated by a slip line which 

emanates from the triple point where all three shocks meet. Downstream of the
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Mach disc, the flow re-expands to become supersonic and initiates a second shock 

cell in a similar fashion to the case of regular reflection. As the pressure ratio is 

increased further, the shock cell grows in size, and the incident shock angle upstream 

of the triple point continues to steepen. This Mach Reflection is analogous to the 

Mach Reflection in two dimensional uniform flow discussed in Chapter 2.

A recirculation zone was predicted behind the Mach disc, see for example Figures 

4.15 and 4.16. This surprising result was first reported by Martin Gilmore at DERA 

Farnborough for an as yet unpublished single calculation in the MR region. This 

feature is predicted in the present results for all the pressure ratios examined in the 

MR range. As can be seen from Figures 4.13 and 4.25, immediately downstream 

of the Mach disc the pressure is still increasing; this pressure gradient appears to 

be driving the recirculation. An explanation for the continuing increase in pressure 

is that immediately downstream of the Mach tdisc the gas being processed by the 

reflected oblique shock is of relatively high density due to the accumulation in the 

incident shock layer.

The calculated Mach disc is curved, convex if viewed from upstream, for each of 

the pressure ratio values examined. The amount of curvature increases slowly with 

pressure ratio. The curvature is apparent in Figures 4.13 and 4.14. This curvature 

implies that the flow is being turned away from the axis at the triple point. This 

corresponds to an Inverted Mach Reflection following Hornung’s classification [21]. 

However, due to the curvature of all three shocks and their apparent thickness in 

the present results it is difficult to precisely identify the location of the triple point 

and verify the Mach Reflection type. The flow direction changes significantly in the 

locality of the triple point, see Figure 4.16.
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Figures 4.25 to 4.29 show calculated centre-line distributions of pressure, density, 

Mach number, axial velocity and temperature. Mach reflection results for three 

pressure ratios are shown; p0/Pb = 217.1 is the lowest pressure ratio for which Mach 

reflection occurs (the lower limit of the hysteresis loop), Po/Pb — 685.7 was the 

highest pressure ratio considered and p0/P6 = 342.9 was selected as an intermediate 

point. As also shown in the regular reflection results, upstream of the interactions 

all of the curves are coincident. From Figure 4.28 it can be seen that the flow behind 

the Mach disc reverses. At the lower limit of the hysteresis loop {p0/Pb = 217.1) 

the subsonic region is 5.58 throat diameters in length. At the highest pressure ra

tio considered {p0/Pb = 685.7) the subsonic region is 8.82 throat diameters in length.

The shock reflection type in the subsequent shock cells downstream of the first 

was calculated to be regular in all cases, as shown in Figure 4.27 where the flow 

is supersonic following the second (and third) ..sudden compressions. However, this 

study has concentrated on the flrst shock cell and no grid independence study was 

carried out for the other cells.

4.3.4 Dual Solution Domain

Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show calculated density contours for both MR and RR for 

the same pressure ratio {p0/Pb — 285.7), a condition which lies in the dual solu

tion domain. Note that upstream of the first shock reflection no difference in the 

flow behaviour can be detected. This point is supported by Figures 4.30 to 4.34 

where centre-line distributions of pressure, density, Mach number, axial velocity 

and temperature are compared for the same calculations. Upstream of the first 

shock reflection the curves are coincident. It is also clearly shown in these figures 

that the MR occurs slightly upstream of the corresponding RR, allowing a greater 

initial expansion in the RR case.
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4.3.5 Pseudo-Mach Reflection

There is some evidence to suggest that the regular reflections discussed in Section 

4.3.2 are in fact Mach reflections with a Mach disc of small diameter. In Figure 

4.10 there appears to be a slip line behind the ‘regular’ reflection; compare with the 

stream line behind the Mach reflection in Figure 4.14. As already noted in Section 

4.3.2 there is a signiflcant subsonic region behind the ‘regular’ reflections at the 

higher pressure ratios. However, it is unclear whether this apparent Mach reflection 

is physically correct or can be attributed to grid coarseness and/or an inappropri

ate spatial discretisation method. On close examination of the pressure contours in 

the region around the reflection (see Figure 4.9) there is an apparent Mach disc of 

approximately two grid cells in diameter. As discusssed in Section 3.4 the criterion 

used in the grid independence study is the calculated hysteresis loop limits and not 

the resolution of any particular flow feature. The ability of the spatial discretisation 

employed (Section 3.1) to resolve the reflection of oblique shocks is also unclear. As 

the pressure ratio is decreased, the flow behind the reflection becomes supersonic 

and the slip line indicated in the Mach number contour plots becomes less distinct. 

Figure 4.19 shows a Mach number contour plot similar to that in Figure 4.10 but for 

the lowest pressure ratio considered p0/Ph = 57.1 . The apparent slip line has faded 

entirely, the flow is supersonic behind the reflection, but it could still be argued 

that the reflected shock appears normal at the reflection. To ascertain whether the 

calculated pseudo-Mach reflections are in fact regular reflections or small diameter 

Mach reflections would require at the least a further grid refinement study.

Although there is doubt concerning the regular reflection resolutions at the reflec

tion point, the possibility that two different levels of Mach reflection are occurring 

should not be discounted. Referring to the pressure-deflection diagrams introduced 

in Section 2.3 the situation is complicated because the incident shocks are in this
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case curved. The condition (1) on the / polar could be in several different locations 

for the same incident shock because the deflection 0 varies along the shock and con

ditions upstream of the shock are varying along its length. Consider an inverted 

Mach reflection, see Figure 2.2(f), in the underexpanded jet plume. As the pressure 

ratio is decreased from this condition the reflection type may suddenly change not 

to regular reflection but to an entirely different Mach reflection with a much smaller 

Mach disc. A possible location for the point (1) relative to its IMR location is at 

a greater 9 value, corresponding to a longer incident shock which is steeper at the 

triple point and a smaller Mach disc. Such a reflection is represented in the (p, 9) 

plane by Figure 2.2(c). As discussed in Section 2.3, a dual solution domain can exist 

in the simpler case of the reflection of a straight, planar shock wave. Examination of 

the problem via (p, 9) diagrams does not provide information about the Mach stem 

length. Applied to the case of a curved incident shock this implies that multiple 

Mach reflection solutions are possible.

Figure 4.8: Density contours showing regular reflection, P0/Pb = 185.7
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Figure 4.9: Pressure contours showing regular reflection, P0/Pb = 185.7
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Figure 4.10: Mach contours showing regular reflection, P0/Pb — 185.7
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Figure 4.11: Velocity vectors and streamlines showing regular reflection, P0/Pb 
185.7

Figure 4.12: Density contours showing Mach reflection, P0/Pb = 34-2.9
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Figure 4.13: Pressure contours showing Mach reflection, P0/Pb = 342.9
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Figure 4.14: Mach contours showing Mach reflection, P0/Pb = 342.9
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Figure 4.15; Velocity vectors and streamlines showing Mach reflection, P0/Pb =
342.9

Figure 4.16: Detail of velocity vectors and streamlines showing Mach reflection, 
P0jPb = 342.9
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Figure 4.17: Density contours showing regular reflection, P0/Pb = 285.7

Figure 4.18: Density contours showing Mach reflection, P0/Pb = 285.7
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Figure 4.19: Mach contours showing regular reflection, P0/P(, = 57.1
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Figure 4.20: Centre-line pressure distribution, regular reflection
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Figure 4.21. Centre-line density distribution, regular reflection
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Figure 4.22: Centre-line Mach no. distribution, regular reflection
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Figure 4.23: Centre-line axial velocity distribution? regular reflection
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Figure 4.24: Centre-line temperature distribution, regular reflection T0 = 288.0 K
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Figure 4.25: Centre-line pressure distribution, Mach reflection
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Figure 4.26: Centre-line density distribution, Mach reflection
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Figure 4.27: Centre-line Mach no. distribution, Mach reflection
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Figure 4.28: Centre-line axial velocity distribution, Mach reflection
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Figure 4.29: Centre-line temperature distribution, Mach reflection T0 = 288.0 K
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Figure 4.30: Centre-line pressure comparison, regular and Mach reflection
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Figure 4.31: Centre-line density comparison, regular and Mach reflection
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Figure 4.32: Centre-line Mach no. comparison, regular and Mach reflection
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Figure 4.33: Centre-line axial velocity comparison, regular and Mach reflection
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Figure 4.34: Centre-line temperature comparison, regular and Mach reflection T0 
288.0 K
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4.4 Discussion

A hysteresis effect has been predicted in the shock reflection type of an axisymmet- 

ric jet plume for a range of pressure ratios and a constant Reynolds number. The 

predicted hysteresis loop agrees well with experimental results where the Reynolds 

number was also varying. Uncertainty whether a regular reflection or a Mach reflec

tion with a small diameter Mach disc is being predicted in one half of the hysteresis 

loop does not detract from the main conclusion that a hysteresis phenomenon con

cerning two reflection types has been captured. Suggestions have been made for 

future work to eliminate this uncertainty. The influence of viscosity on the reflec

tion type could be examined in a similar manner to the present study by performing 

the same calculations for a range of Reynolds number. A study of the shock reflec

tion hysteresis in isolation rather than in the context of a jet plume would be much 

simpler to perform and could lead to a clearer understanding of the mechanisms 

involved, without the complications of curved shocks, shear layers etc. An analysis 

of the present computational results using the methods used for the problem of two 

dimensional shock reflection hysteresis in uniform flow would require more accurate 

shock wave resolution than achieved in the present study.

The value of a CFD analysis has been clearly demonstrated by the detail that can 

be obtained from the results. The recirculation region and continuing compres

sion behind the Mach disc are features not recognised in the original experimental 

study, which may be re-examined in future tests. This is an example of the pro

gress possible when CFD and experiments are exploited in a complementary fashion.

The computational results presented here have not been compared in detail with 

experimental data. This data should become available in the near future and such
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a comparison will be made. However, comparison “by eye” of the present results 

and the plotted shock reflection distance and centre-line results in [2] has given the 

authors some confldence in the validity of the calculations.





Chapter 5 

Conclusion

The hysteresis effect in underexpanded jet plumes reported by Welsh [2] has been 

successfully predicted using a CFD approach. The results agree well qualitatively 

with experiment. Some quantitative comparison has been possible, showing reas

onable agreement. More detailed comparison will be made with experimental data 

when it becomes available. The scatter present in the experimental results and pos

sible sources of discrepency between computational and experimental results were 

explained. The detailed CFD results identified some flow features not recognised 

in experiments. Some suggestions are made for further CFD examination of this 

problem. Included in this study is a review of two-dimensional shock reflection 

hysteresis which has highlighted some remaining gaps in the understanding of this 

phenomenon. An attempt has been made to fill these gaps by applying the principle 

of minimum entropy production.
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